12014_01_QRG2 -如何配对

封面 ↓

尺寸：80 * 120 mm 对折 128g双铜纸 正反印刷

封底 ↓

2

1

Turn on Shield
Pairing mode

STEP 2

Settings

Bluetooth

MY DEVICES

Shield

12:45

Bluetooth

Done

Connected

To pair an Apple Watch with your iPhone, go to
the Apple Wath app.

Select 'Shield' on your mobile phone. Connection completed.

Pairing successful,
2nd device connected

Search for 'Shield' through your
Bluetooth device

打開裏面 ↓

The LED light of main earbud (left channel) ﬂashes in red & green,
it goes into pairing mode with your mobile phone automatically.

Left Channel Earbud

pairing

Two earbuds connect to each other automatically.

Tap and hold the touchpad for about 6 seconds until the LED lights
turn on in solid green.

STEP 1

专色PANTONE Hexachrome Orange C

2 STEPS
TO CONNECT

Shield
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12014_01_QRG3 -恢复出厂设置

封面 ↓

尺寸：80 * 120 mm 三折页 128g双铜纸 正反印刷

封底 ↓

1

LED lights turn on in solid green

Power On
Pairing

Tap and hold the touchpad for about 3 seconds.
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3

The LED light of main earbud (left channel) ﬂashes in red & green,
it goes into pairing mode with your mobile phone automatically.

Left Channel Earbud

pairing

Two earbuds connect to each other automatically.

打開裏面 ↓

Pair and Connect 2 Earbuds

STEP 1

专色PANTONE Hexachrome Orange C

FACTORY RESET GUIDE

Shield
Turn oﬀ Shield. Tap and hold the touchpad of the 2
earbuds separately for about 10 seconds. When
the LED light ﬂashes red and green twice the
factory reset is successful.
After a factory reset, the LED lights of two earbuds
ﬂash in red, you will need to pair both earbuds
again. Follow the instructions on the back of this
sheet to reconnect.
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STEP 2

12:45

Bluetooth

Done

Connected

To pair an Apple Watch with your iPhone, go to
the Apple Wath app.

Shield

MY DEVICES

Bluetooth

Settings

Search for 'Shield' through your
Bluetooth device

Pairing successful,
2nd device connected

Select 'Shield' on your mobile phone. Connection completed.

12014_01_QRG4 -如何佩戴

专色PANTONE Hexachrome Orange C

反面 ↓

Hold outer-frame
Do not touch the touchpad while holding the earbuds.

1

尺寸：80 * 120 mm 一张纸片 128g双铜纸 正反印刷

正面 ↓

HOW TO WEAR

Shield
2

Insert the Eartips into the ear canals and adjust the earbuds
for an airtight seal.
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Flex-wire earhooks which can be shaped for best comfort ﬁt.

